
 
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN  
The committee has made fantastic progress on our year plan. To date, we 
have finished 3  service reports and are expected to complete the final one by 
the end of March. I am so proud of the work that has been put in and the 
positive impact these reports will have on McMaster students.  
 
Complete six service review 
This year we were able to build upon the foundation set out by last years 
committee to complete three (four by the end of my term) service reviews. 
We will also be putting in some ground work for the WGEN service review in 
our last few meetings. These reviews were well researched and extensive. I do 
believe that this is an accomplishment in itself as historically full service 
reviews were not completed in general, or with the same attention to detail 
that these reports were conducted with. 
 
Accurately and Efficiently Review Services 
This point was a struggle. Originally having planned to complete all 6 reviews, 
I only had a month to complete each one. I learned very quickly that this was 
not a realistic time line. Having reviews done in tandem allowed for more time 
to be spent on each review, but resulted in more work on my end. The 
committee was able to adapt to this change rather effectively. This was partly 
due to the fact that the committee took innaitive and was eager to do work. 
Our ability to efficiently complete these reviews is due to their dedication to 
the committee. 
 
Committee Member Retention  
This year there was pretty good member retention. There was a large turnover 
at the benign of seance semester, but that was to be expected as some 
committee members had an increased work load due to their changing class 
schedule or other opportunities that arose. Other than that, the committee 
members have been dedicated and enthusiastic to take on work, research, and 
consultation. I am very grateful for all the work they have put in! 
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Increase Survey Awareness  
The committee built up on the “mac feedback series” branding that was used 
last year to promote our external surveys. We attempted to integrate a 
snapchat code on our posters to allow individuals to scan into surveys. 
Maccess ended up receiving the most reviews at about 80. We have found 
that Facebook is slowly becoming a less effective tool to promote the surveys, 
it may be interesting to see the impact other social media outlets could have 
on survey response. Also, it would be a great idea for advertisement to occur 
in services spaces (for example rave cards in the WGEN space during the 
WGEN review). This was we could better access the communities that utilize 
the services being reviewed. I hope to see these promotional efforts expand 
next year to reach even more of the McMaster community. 
 
Duties outside the committee 
This year I felt I have learnt A LOT from my work outside the committee. From 
event training, to executive and volunteer hiring for various services to cluster 
meetings, to EOHSS. It has truly been a pleasure working with the PTMs, I feel 
as though I have learnt so much from them - and hopefully I was able to offer 
them some small nuggets of wisdom as well. This background work ended up 
taking a significant amount of my time, but it gave me a lot of context in to the 
operations of services that came in handy for service reviews. 
 
CHALLENGES 
Internal Survey Awareness  
This was an unexpected issue. I had originally thought that external outreach 
was going to present a larger challenge, but we ended up receiving a decent 
sample size from the general MSU population. Out of the four internal surveys 
we run, only one received more than 10 responses. Finding a way to engage 
internal volunteers is a large challenge the committee next year will face. I 
think making a more personal connection to the executives and volunteers 
may encourage more responses. 
 
Time 
There wasn’t enough. I found that conducting two service review 
simultaneously while assisting with other duties (such as EOHSS and hiring) 
could get a bit overwhelming, but thanks to the dedication of the committee it 
was manageable. If it hadn’t been for the dedication of the committee I do not 
think that four service reports would been completed. This is something that 
the incoming AVP services should keep in mind when creating a time line for 
next years review structure. 
 
OTHER 
Overall, I have had a fantastic year and am so grateful for the people I have 
got to meet and the cool opportunities this position has brought me. Thank 
you to Kristina for her endless support and assurance that I was on the right 
path, and the rest of the AVPs for always being there as a listening ear and 
friendly face. ALSO A big thank you to the day ones - Neda, Eden, Drew and 
Martino!  



 
To the SRA, thanks for the wild ride y’all! 
 
Warm Regards,  
 
Sarah Figueiredo  
Associate Vice-President (Services)  
avpservices@msu.mcmaster.ca 
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